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We propose a measurement setup reaching Heisenberg scaling precision for the estimation of any distributed
parameter ϕ (not necessarily a phase) encoded into a generic M-port linear network composed only of passive
elements. The scheme proposed can be easily implemented from an experimental point of view since it employs
only Gaussian states and Gaussian measurements. Due to the complete generality of the estimation problem
considered, it was predicted that one would need to carry out an adaptive procedure which involves both the input
states employed and the measurement performed at the output; we show that this is not necessary: Heisenberg
scaling precision is still achievable by only adapting a single stage. The nonadapted stage only affects the value
of a prefactor multiplying the Heisenberg scaling precision: We show that, for large values of M and a random
(unbiased) choice of the nonadapted stage, this prefactor takes a typical value which can be controlled through
the encoding of the parameter ϕ into the linear network.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevResearch.3.013152
I. INTRODUCTION
The precision achievable in a measurement when all exper-
imental noise sources are minimized is ultimately determined
by the discreteness of all physical phenomena: Electronic
devices will suffer the discreteness of the electric charge,
whereas the quantum nature of light will affect optical de-
vices. Due to this quantum noise, the error in the estimation
of a physical parameter ϕ through a measurement employ-
ing N probes (e.g., photons, electrons) is strongly limited by
the so-called “shot noise” factor of 1/
√
N . However, it has
been proven that quantum features such as entanglement and
squeezing can be exploited to go beyond the shot-noise limit
and reach a precision of order 1/N , the so-called Heisenberg
limit (HL) [1–8].
Several quantum metrological problems have been largely
studied and a few approaches have been proposed to reach
a HL sensitivity. However, these protocols are usually diffi-
cult to implement experimentally due to the convoluted and
challenging measurement procedures [9–11] and the frag-
ile quantum coherence needed in the input states [2,12–14].
Gaussian states, on the other hand, provide a promising av-
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easier to create and manipulate experimentally compared to
non-Gaussian ones, such as Fock states. Moreover, they allow
a complete analytical treatment from a theoretical point of
view [15–17]. In particular, the squeezing of a Gaussian state,
which allows for highly reduced-noise signals, appears to be
a valuable tool to reach quantum super-sensitive precision [8].
From a metrological perspective, squeezed states are often
used along with Gaussian measurements [18–20], defined
as measurement schemes producing a Gaussian probability
distribution of the outcomes for any Gaussian state [15].
Homodyne and heterodyne detection represent paradigmatic
examples of Gaussian measurements. It has been shown, both
theoretically [21] and experimentally [22], that an adaptive
homodyne phase estimation performs better than heterodyne
detection, and approaches closer to the intrinsic quantum
uncertainty than any previous technique when no prior knowl-
edge of the phase is given. The importance of feedback and
adaptivity in quantum estimation protocols has been under-
lined also in subsequent works [18,23]. Adaptiveness can be
avoided in an optimal protocol (or near optimal) only if some
constraint in the range of variation of the parameter is given
[24–26].
Within the domain of quantum optics, photons are sent as
probes through an interferometer where a parameter ϕ to be
estimated is encoded. The information about the parameter is
imprinted then in the output state of the photons, and it can be
extracted by a suitable measurement. The situation which has
been often considered is the case where ϕ is an optical phase
[1,3,6,18,20] or a phaselike parameter [2,4]. These results
clearly apply also to situations in which other quantities of
interest (e.g., a distance) can be converted into an optical
phase [3], but they fail to cover more general situations, e.g.,
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FIG. 1. Block diagram of the investigated setup [34]. A single-
mode squeezed vacuum state with real squeezing parameter r is
injected into the first preparation stage V̂in, which inputs the linear
network Ûϕ encoding the parameter ϕ to be estimated. After the
network, there is a second stage V̂out before the measurement. Finally,
homodyne detection on the first output port of V̂out is performed, and
the quadrature field x̂θ is measured. In order to reach Heisenberg
scaling sensitivity in the estimation of ϕ, it suffices to optimize
only one of the two auxiliary stages, in such a way that one of the
conditions (22) or (23) holds.
the unknown parameter is distributed among several com-
ponents of the interferometer. Recently, some progress has
been made along this direction concerning the estimation of
particular functions of multiple parameters distributed in a
specific manner within a particular network [27–33]. It has
been also shown in a recent work [19] that the presence of
a single unknown parameter distributed in multiple nodes of
an arbitrary network introduces nontrivial complications if no
constraints are given on the range of values the parameter
is allowed to assume: In fact, it appears that a simultaneous
adaptive procedure both in the input probe and in the mea-
surement is needed in order to reach the HL, making the
whole scheme quite unfeasible from a practical point of view.
Furthermore, the proposed scheme requires an unquantified
precision and number of resources in the adaptive procedure.
In this work we demonstrate the typicality of the Heisen-
berg limited sensitivity with a simple metrological technique
which overcomes at the same time all these serious draw-
backs [34]. In particular, we consider a general scenario in
which ϕ can be any parameter embedded into an arbitrary
linear passive M-mode interferometer: It can be a parameter
characterizing any specific component of the interferometer,
or arbitrarily distributed among different components of the
circuit. We will show that an experimentally feasible scheme
achieving Heisenberg scaling is typically possible in such a
general scenario. In our scheme (see Fig. 1), a single-mode
squeezed vacuum state is sent through a linear, passive pre-
liminary stage which scatters the input photons among all
the M channels of the interferometer, in order to extract the
information on ϕ which is distributed among all the modes.
A second auxiliary stage at the output of the interferometer
refocuses the photons in the only observed output port. By
employing a single-mode homodyne detection, we present
two broad conditions which together suffice to reach the HL:
the first being the requirement that most of the injected pho-
tons are successfully refocused on the observed output mode;
the second simply being a minimal-resolution requirement
on the homodyne measurement. Remarkably, these conditions
allow for imperfections both in the refocusing and in the mea-
surement. Heisenberg scaling is thus achievable by choosing
two additional passive and linear stages, whose roles are to
conveniently scatter the input probe to all the M modes, and
then to refocus the photons. Despite the fact that the choice of
these unitary stages can be in general ϕ dependent, we show
that it is always sufficient to adapt only one of the two stages,
which we will thus call optimized, while the other stage can be
chosen arbitrarily and independent of the parameter. Moreover
we show that the optimized stage can be prepared with a
precision which is achievable using only classical resources,
or by means of a preliminary classical estimation. This is
also consistent with the result obtained in [34]; namely, that
a preliminary classical estimation of ϕ yields enough infor-
mation to correctly prepare the optimized stage and thus to
achieve Heisenberg scaling in the estimation protocol. Finally
we show that the nonoptimized stage affects the precision
simply by a constant prefactor. Using typicality and results
of measure concentration in high-dimensional vector spaces,
we show that distributing the unknown parameter among a
high number of modes M allows this prefactor to typically
take nonvanishing values.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we
describe the proposed optical interferometer and the relative
Fisher information. In Sec. III we use the Fisher information
to prove that the Heisenberg scaling can be achieved under
suitable physical conditions; we then show how, even in the
most general case, all the adaptivity can be confined within
one of the auxiliary stages. In Sec. IV we discuss the typical-
ity of our results for interferometers with a large number of
channels. Finally, in Sec. V we draw some conclusions and
discuss the outlook.
II. THE PROPOSED SETUP
Let us consider a metrological scheme where the parameter
to be estimated is encoded into an M-port passive linear net-
work described by the unitary Ûϕ acting on M bosonic modes
â j ( j = 1, . . . , M) obeying the canonical commutation rela-
tions [â j, â
†
k] = δ jk , and [â j, âk] = [â†j , â†k] = 0. For a passive
linear network, the action of Ûϕ on the annihilation operators
is associated with an M × M unitary matrix via
Û †ϕ â jÛϕ =
M∑
k=1
(Uϕ ) jk âk . (1)
The unitarity of the matrix Uϕ is strictly related to the con-
servation of the number of photons injected. By definition, Uϕ
is the matrix of the single-photon transition amplitudes, i.e.,
|(Uϕ ) jk|2 is the probability that a single photon injected into
the kth input channel ends up in the jth output channel due to
the action of the network.
We now propose an estimation scheme reaching Heisen-
berg scaling if suitable conditions are satisfied. As shown
in Fig. 1, the preparation of the input probe consists in two
steps: First, we inject a single-mode squeezed vacuum in
the first port of V̂in. Then, the unitary stage V̂in is used to
scatter the photons injected among all the modes. The input
state of the network Ûϕ in our protocol is therefore given
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by |ψ0〉 = V̂inŜ1(r)|vac〉, where Ŝ1(r) = e r2 (â21−â†21 ) is a single-
mode squeezing operator with squeezing parameter r > 0,
and |vac〉 = |0〉⊗M is the M-mode vacuum state. The av-
erage number of photons injected in the apparatus is thus
N = sinh2 r. The state Ûϕ|ψ0〉 at the output of the network
Ûϕ undergoes the unitary V̂out which refocuses all the photons
into a single mode, namely the first one, where a homodyne
measurement of the field quadrature x̂θ is performed. If the
refocusing procedure is not perfect there will be some photons
scattered into other channels with probability 1 − Pϕ , where
Pϕ = |(VoutUϕVin )11|2 (2)
is defined by the probability amplitude (uϕ )11 = (VoutUϕVin )11
for the transition from the first input to the first output port
in the overall interferometer uϕ = VoutUϕVin, with Vin and Vout
being the single-photon unitary matrix representatives of V̂in
and V̂out, respectively, obtained analogously to (1).
The homodyne measurement is described by a positive op-
erator valued measure (POVM) M = {̂x}, whose elements
are defined by
̂x = eiθ â
†
1 â1 |x〉11〈x|e−iθ â
†
1 â1 . (3)
The probability of obtaining a value x from a measurement
of the quadrature x̂θ = eiθ â†1 â1 x̂1e−iθ â†1 â1 is then given by Born’s
rule
p(x|ϕ) = Tr(̂xûϕ Ŝ1(r)|vac〉〈vac|Ŝ†1 (r)û†ϕ ), (4)
over the output state ûϕ Ŝ1(r)|vac〉 after the overall in-











where the variance of the Gaussian distribution,
ϕ = 12
(
1 + |(uϕ )11|2(cosh 2r − 1)
+ Re[e−2iθ (uϕ )211] sinh 2r), (6)
encodes the parameter ϕ through the interferometric transition
amplitude (uϕ )11 = (VoutUϕVin )11.
It is known from classical estimation theory that the max-
imum precision attainable when inferring the value of the





where ν is the number of measurements performed, while









The bound (7) can be asymptotically saturated through post-
processing Bayesian data analysis [37–39].
The Fisher information related to a Gaussian probability
distribution with variance ϕ can be evaluated by inserting
(5) into (8), and it reads







Plugging (6) into (9), it is possible to explicitly evaluate the
FI (see Appendix B) obtaining
F (ϕ) = 2
(
(∂ϕPϕ ) f (N ) − 2Pϕ (∂ϕγϕ )h(N )




f (N ) := N (1 + cos[2(γϕ − θ )]
√
1 + 1/N ), (11)
h(N ) := N sin[2(γϕ − θ )]
√
1 + 1/N, (12)
with
γϕ = arg(uϕ )11 = arg (VoutUϕVin )11 (13)
being the accumulated phase through the interferometric evo-
lution.
III. HEISENBERG SCALING
We now demonstrate that Heisenberg scaling sensitivity
can be achieved in the proposed metrological setup shown
in Fig. 1, if two conditions are met. The first condition is
the constraint that the average number of photons scattered
into channels which are not measured is a finite quantity ϕ ,
independent of N , which translates into the condition,







, ϕ  0, (14)
on the probability Pϕ in (2). Here, ϕ depends in general on the
linear network Uϕ in which the parameter is embedded, and on
the auxiliary stages Vin and Vout in Fig. 1. In Sec. III A we will
show how, for any given arbitrary Uϕ , it is possible to optimize
only a single stage so that the probability distribution in (2)
can be expressed as (14). The second condition relates the
accumulated phase γϕ = arg(uϕ )11 through the whole setup
and the phase θ = θϕ of the measured quadrature field x̂θ ,
according to









, kϕ = 0, (15)
where kϕ can depend on ϕ, but is assumed to be independent of
N . In practice, one can even fix kϕ to a constant value without
using additional resources.
A heuristic explanation behind this condition can be found
in Fig. 2: In order to maximize the ratio in (9) while keeping
constant N = sinh2 r, the choice of the quadrature x̂θ to be
measured is a trade-off between two opposite behaviors. One
consists in minimizing the variance ϕ in the denominator
of (9), while the other consists in maximizing the sensitivity
of the variance with respect to the variations of ϕ, namely
choosing θ such that ∂ϕϕ in the numerator is maximal. The
former is met for θ as close as possible to γ ± π/2, since
x̂γ±π/2 are the squeezed quadratures after the rotation in phase
space by the phase γϕ accumulated through the interferome-
ter; the latter instead requires a choice of θ − γ far enough
from the stationary points of the variance at γ ± π/2, where
013152-3












FIG. 2. Phase space representation of the squeezed vacuum state
(with squeezing parameter re2iγϕ ) at the first output channel of the
whole setup shown in Fig. 1 (blue), and of the Fisher information (10)
(four red lobes). We have considered for simplicity the case where all
the photons are refocused in the first output channel (when condition
(14) reduces to Pϕ = 1). Given any axis at an angle θ with respect
to the horizontal axis, corresponding to the x0 = x quadrature, the
distance between its intersections with the ellipse and the origin
represents the standard deviation
√
ϕ of the quadrature x̂θ . In other
words, the blue graph is the polar plot of
√
ϕ shown in (6) as a
function of θ . A polar plot of the Fisher information is overlaid in
red. The Fisher information takes vanishing values if the minimum-
variance quadratures are measured, namely for θmin = γϕ ± π/2.
This happens because the variance ϕ of the quadrature along θmin
is locally insensitive to the variations of ϕ. Thus, one needs to get
far enough from θmin to achieve a suitable high value of the Fisher
information. In particular, we have shown that for a large number
N of photons it is enough to move from θmin of an additional angle
of the order 1/N as in (15) to reach the Heisenberg scaling in the
measure of the parameter ϕ.
ϕ and therefore the overall probability distribution p(x|ϕ)
are insensitive to variation in the parameter ϕ. Noticeably, the
larger is N , and thus the squeezing parameter, the closer to the
squeezed direction the quadrature field should be measured,
as can be seen in (15).
In order to prove the claim of HL scaling, we will evaluate
the asymptotics of the Fisher information (10) as N → ∞.
Substituting the value θ = θϕ in (15) into (11) and (12), we
get

























Hence, substituting (16) and (17) in (10), and neglecting
higher order terms, the asymptotic behavior of the Fisher
information reads





1 + 16k2 + 4
)2
. (19)
The quadratic scaling in the mean number photons N in (18)
finally proves that conditions (14) and (15) suffice to reach the
Heisenberg scaling.
The asymptotics for the Fisher information carries two
prefactors, (kϕ, ϕ ) and (∂ϕγϕ )2. We easily notice that the
prefactor (k, ) vanishes only at k = 0, and attains its maxi-
mum at  = 0, k = ±1/4:
(k, )  (±1/4, 0) = 1, (20)
so that, with this choice of the constants k and , the Fisher
Information asymptotically reads
F (ϕ)|k = ± 14
 = 0
∼ 8(∂ϕγϕ )2N2. (21)
Moreover, (k, ) is a decreasing function of  independent
of k, so that  = 0 is always the best case, meaning that the
less photons that are scattered in different channels, the higher
the sensitivity in the estimation. Instead, for a fixed arbitrary
positive value of , the maximum of (k, ) is reached for
k = ±√4 + 1/4.
One-sided adaptivity
Since Pϕ = |(VoutUϕVin )11|2, condition (14) may appear to
require a simultaneous optimization of the input Vin and the
output Vout in a parameter-dependent way. This two-sided
adaptation can be quite difficult to realize in practice.
However, we are going to show that in fact conditions
(14) and (15) can always be satisfied with just a one-sided
parameter-dependent adaptation, which can be performed ei-
ther at the input or at the output of the network equivalently.
And remarkably, this adaptation can be accomplished by per-
forming a preliminary classical, shot-noise limited, estimation
of ϕ.
In particular, one can choose to adaptively optimize only
Vout and fix Vin to an arbitrary parameter-independent unitary
stage: In this case, one can set the parameter-dependent con-
dition,






Alternatively, it is possible to adaptively optimize only Vin
with the condition,






while Vout can be arbitrarily chosen.
Remarkably both Eqs. (22) and (23) imply that an error of
the order of O( 1√
N
) is allowed to prepare the optimized stage
to reach condition (14). To show that both Eqs. (22) and (23)
satisfy condition (14), we notice that Pϕ can be expressed as a
transition probability,
Pϕ = |(VoutUϕVin )11|2 = |〈vout|vin〉|2, (24)
between the two normalized vectors |vin〉 = UϕVin|e1〉 and
|vout〉 = V †out|e1〉, with |e1〉 = (1, 0, . . . , 0)T . Then, Eq. (22)
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translates into






with some H = H†, by unitarity. Therefore, we can see that
P = |〈vout|vin〉|2 = |〈vin|e−iεHvin〉|2
= |1 − iε〈vin|Hvin〉 − O(ε2)|2 = 1 − O(ε2)






We can notice that in both Eqs. (22) and (23), no assump-
tion on the nonoptimized stage is made, so that its choice is
completely arbitrary. This freedom affects the precision of the
estimation of ϕ through the N-independent prefactor (∂ϕγϕ )2
which appears in the Fisher information (18). At this point,
one may argue that this prefactor may be vanishing if a poor
choice for the nonadapted unitary is made. Remarkably, in
the next section we will show that the prefactor is typically
nonvanishing for random choices of the nonadapted stage and
suitably well-behaved given linear networks Ûϕ .
IV. TYPICAL SENSITIVITY
In this section we will address in more detail the study of
the prefactor (∂ϕγϕ )2 in the Fisher information (18), clarifying
under what circumstances it can be safely considered nonva-
nishing and characterizing its magnitude for random choices
of the nonoptimized stage. First of all, we can link (∂ϕγϕ )2 to
the derivative of the matrix element (uϕ )11 = (VoutUϕVin )11 =√
Pϕeiγϕ :
|(∂ϕuϕ )11|2 = |(∂ϕ
√







2 + (∂ϕγϕ )2Pϕ. (27)
If condition (14) is satisfied, Eq. (27) simplifies to
(∂ϕγϕ )






so that the two quantities are equal up to order 1/N .
Now, if the adaptation is performed in the output, i.e., we
choose an arbitrary Vin and adapt Vout according to Eq. (22),
we see that






where the Hermitian operator,




is the (ϕ-dependent) generator of Uϕ . If, on the other hand,
condition (14) is realized through an adaptation on the input
while taking an arbitrary Vout, then Eq. (23) implies that






Using Eqs. (28)–(31), we can finally rewrite the asymptotic
expression of the Fisher information (18) as
F (ϕ) ∼ (kϕ, ϕ ) f (U, Gϕ )N2, (32)
as N → ∞, where
f (U, Gϕ ) = (U †GϕU )211, (33)
with U = Vin if the optimization is performed on the output,
while U = U †ϕV †out if the optimization is carried out on the in-
put. We emphasize that the prefactor f (U, Gϕ ) is completely
independent of the choice of the optimized stage.
The maximization of the prefactor (33) can be real-
ized, for example, if U = Vϕ is some unitary diagonaliz-
ing Gϕ , i.e., satisfying equation V †ϕ GϕVϕ = Dϕ with Dϕ =
diag(g1, g2, . . . , gM ) being the diagonal matrix of the eigen-
values of Gϕ , ordered in such a way that |g1| = ‖Gϕ‖ is the
maximum eigenvalue in absolute value [19]. Actually, it is
not necessary to take a diagonalizing unitary to maximize
(33), since only the first column of U enters in the definition
of f (U, Gϕ ); hence, to maximize f (U, Gϕ ) it is sufficient to
require this column to be the eigenvector of Gϕ correspond-
ing to the maximum eigenvalue ‖Gϕ‖. However, even that
requirement would necessitate the complete knowledge of
Gϕ , which in general depends on the unknown parameter ϕ.
Therefore, it is more relevant to consider arbitrary choices of
the nonadapted network (the unitary U ) independently of ϕ
in order to determine the practical advantages of the obtained
Heisenberg scaling precision for finite values of N and only
one (classically) adapted stage.
For this reason, we will perform now a statistical anal-
ysis on the typical values which can be assumed by the
prefactor f (U, Gϕ ) for random choices of the unitary U . As-
suming no prior knowledge of the unitary U , we sample it
from the unitary group U(M ) according to the unbiased uni-
form distribution probability, i.e., the unitarily invariant Haar
measure P .
For a random unitary U , sampled according to this distri-
bution, the average value of the prefactor f (U, Gϕ ) can be
computed using techniques from random matrix theory (see
Appendix D):




) + Tr(Gϕ )2
M(M + 1) , (34)
where E[·] denotes the expectation value over U(M ) with
respect to the Haar measure.
In the trivial case of a generator proportional to the identity,
Gϕ = ‖Gϕ‖1, which corresponds to the case of a network
Uϕ = ei‖Gϕ‖1 acting as a ϕ-dependent global phase shifter,
we have Tr(Gϕ )2 = M2‖Gϕ‖2 and Tr(G2ϕ ) = M‖Gϕ‖2, so that
the average value of the prefactor equals the maximum one,
fmax = ‖Gϕ‖2, in accordance to the fact that in this particular
case every unitary in U(M ) diagonalizes Gϕ .
In general, we are interested in determining the conditions
which make this average value in (34) as large as possible.
First of all, we can note directly from expression (34) that
eigenvalues of opposite signs can have a detrimental effect on
this average, since they lower the value of Tr(Gϕ ). In general,
we can find a lower bound on the average value (34) using
Jensen’s inequality E[X 2]  E[X ]2 to obtain
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where again, the average E[(U †GϕU )11] has been computed
using standard techniques (see Appendix D).
Notice that the right-hand side of this inequality is noth-
ing but the square of the average between Gϕ’s eigenvalues.
Hence, if we have some degree of control on the eigenval-
ues, we can achieve a result which is a certain fraction α
of the maximum value fmax if the average of Gϕ’s eigenval-
ues is at least a fraction
√





 α‖Gϕ‖2 ⇒ E[ f (U, Gϕ )]  α fmax.
(36)
However, this may be not sufficient for our purposes, since
the average of a random variable alone does not determine its
typical behavior: A paradigmatic elementary example is that
of a real random variable taking only the values 0 or 1 with
equal probabilities, thus having an average of 1/2 even if it
never takes values close to 1/2.
We will show now that this is not the case for the pref-
actor f (U, Gϕ ), thanks to the fact that it is a sufficiently
well-behaved function with respect to the random unitary
U . In fact, by using results on concentration of measure in
high-dimensional probability spaces, we prove in Appendix
E that for a network with a large number M of ports the
prefactor f (U, Gϕ ) becomes typical, meaning that it becomes
almost constant with respect to random choices of U ∈ U(M )
(according to the unitarily invariant measure), hence concen-
trating around its average value (34), bounded below by (36).
In formulas, we have






where A = (72π3)−1. This result tells us that for large in-
terferometers it is extremely unlikely to obtain a prefactor
sensibly different from its average, since for large values of M
the probability of f (U, Gϕ ) being different from its average is
exponentially suppressed.
This result can be also seen from the exact distribution of
the prefactor computed for some particular cases, which is
shown in Fig. 3. It can be seen from these figures that as M is
increased the distribution of the prefactor concentrates around
its average: in particular, for the chosen configuration, a value
of M = 20 is already sufficient to get this concentration.
Thus, for any well-behaved linear network Ûϕ such that the
expectation value in (34) is far enough from zero, any random
choice of the nonadapted stage in the proposed interferometric
setup typically yields an Heisenberg-scaling precision for the
estimation of ϕ if the number M of interferometric channels
is large enough.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We demonstrated by using a simple metrological technique
the typicality of Heisenberg scaling precision for the esti-
mation of a generic parameter ϕ encoded into an arbitrary
M-mode network. Our scheme can be applied regardless of
the nature of the parameter, which can even be distributed
among several components of the network. In particular, the



















FIG. 3. Histograms of the random variable f (U, Gϕ ) =
(U †GϕU )211 numerically obtained with 10
5 samplings of U from the
unitary group with Haar measure and choosing Gϕ as a diagonal
matrix with half entries 3s and half entries made of 1s, with M = 2
(top), M = 20 (middle), and M = 200 (bottom). The normalization
is chosen in such a way that the total area under the curve equals
1. For these particular cases an explicit analytic expression of the
distribution is achievable, and is given by the orange curves. The
derivation is shown in Appendix C.
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proposed scheme makes use of a single-mode squeezed state
as a probe, scattered throughout all the modes by means
of an auxiliary passive linear stage. Once the information
on the parameter is gathered by the probe, this gets refo-
cused on a single output channel by a second auxiliary stage,
and then detected with homodyne measurement. The anal-
ysis of the Fisher information associated with such scheme
reveals that, if a constant average number of photons (not
scaling with the total number of photons injected) is scat-
tered into channels different from the one measured, due
to an imperfect refocusing procedure, the Heisenberg limit
can be asymptotically reached, provided that the homodyne
detection is performed with a sufficient resolution. For a
distributed parameter, the refocusing is generally parameter
dependent, implying some sort of adaptive procedure in or-
der to correctly refocus the probe. However, we have shown
that all the dependence on the parameter can be entirely
put in only one of the two auxiliary stages, while the other
only affects the estimation through a multiplicative pre-factor.
Moreover, we have also discussed how all the information on
the parameter needed to sufficiently refocus the probe can
be obtained with a classical shot-noise precision, meaning
that the number of resources required to adaptively optimize
the auxiliary stages is not detrimental for the Heisenberg
scaling precision. Finally, we have shown that, for a large
number of modes, Heisenberg scaling is typically obtained
by an arbitrary nonadapted stage, with an overwhelming
probability, i.e., an exponentially suppressed probability of
failure.
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APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF THE PROBABILITY
DISTRIBUTION IN (5)
In order to evaluate the probability distribution associated
with the measure of the quadrature field xθ , it is natural to pro-
ceed with the phase-space formalism for Gaussian quantum
optics. For a deep and systematic overview in this topic, sev-
eral works and reviews can be found in literature [15,40,41].
In this Appendix, we will briefly introduce only the concepts
and tools needed to obtain the expression (5) for the probabil-
ity distribution p(x|ϕ) of measuring the quadrature value x at
the output of the proposed interferometer in Fig. 1. We recall
first the definition (4),
p(x|ϕ) = 〈vac|Ŝ†1 (r)û†ϕeiθ â
†
1 â1 |x〉11〈x|e−iθ â
†
1 â1 ûϕ Ŝ1(r)|vac〉,
(A1)
where ûϕ describes the overall interferometric evolution of the
single mode squeezed state Ŝ1(r)|vac〉. To evaluate (A1), it is
useful to first recover its Fourier transform,
χ (ξ |ϕ) =
∫
dx p(x|ϕ)e−ixξ
= 〈vac|Ŝ†1 (r)û†ϕeiθ â
†
1 â1 e−ix̂1ξ e−iθ â
†
1 â1 ûϕ Ŝ1(r)|vac〉.
(A2)
It is possible to write this characteristic function in a more
canonical way. Indeed, first notice that we can write (the
derivation is given in Appendix A 1 for completeness)
eiθ â
†
1 â1 e−ix̂1ξ e−iθ â
†
1 â1 = D̂(ξθ ), (A3)
where
D̂(ξθ ) = e−iξθ ·z (A4)












Then, using Eq. (A3) we can write the characteristic function
(A2) as
χ (ξ |ϕ) = Tr[D̂(ξθ )ûϕ Ŝ1(r)|vac〉〈vac|S†1 (r)û†ϕ]. (A6)
Due to the Gaussian nature of the squeezed vacuum state and
the linearity of the interferometric setup, the characteristic
function (A6) is a Gaussian bivariate function centered in
zero, of the form [15],
χ (ξ |ϕ) = e− 12 ξTθ σϕ ξθ , (A7)
where σϕ is the 2 × 2 covariance matrix of the whole interfer-
ometer output state ûϕ Ŝ1(r)|vac〉, reduced to the first mode.
In order to evaluate this matrix, we first recover the covari-








where R is the M × M diagonal matrix with a single nonzero
entry R11 ≡ r. After the action of the interferometer, the
covariance matrix transforms into
ϕ = Rϕ0RTϕ , (A9)
where Rϕ is the orthogonal and symplectic matrix associated
with the interferometer unitary matrix uϕ ,
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where we have defined the M × M matrices,
X 2ϕ ≡ 12 [Re[uϕ]e2RRe[u†ϕ] − Imuϕe−2RImu†ϕ]
= 12
[






P2ϕ ≡ 12 [−Imuϕe2RImu†ϕ + Re[uϕ]e−2RRe[u†ϕ]]
= 12
[






XPϕ ≡ 12 [−Re[uϕ]e2RImu†ϕ − Imuϕe−2RRe[u†ϕ]]
= 12
[−Im[uϕ cosh(2R)u†ϕ] + Im[uϕ sinh(2R)uTϕ]].
(A16)
In the second lines of each of the previous expression, we have
exploited the fact that R is real. We are interested to evaluate
σϕ , the covariance matrix reduced to the first mode, which we














and insert in (A7). Our final step is to invert the Fourier
transform to finally get the expression of the probability dis-
tribution p(x|ϕ) given in (5). In order to do that, we introduce
the 2 × 2 orthogonal matrix,
Oθ =
(
cos θ − sin θ
sin θ cos θ
)
, (A18)
such that ξθ = Oθ ξ0, with ξ0 = (ξ, 0)T. Then, the character-
istic function (A7) can be written in a more convenient way,
namely
χ (ξ |ϕ) = e− 12 ξT0 OTθ σϕOθ ξ0 = e− 12 (OTθ σϕOθ )11ξ 2 . (A19)
Exploiting, by the definition of R, the identities,









= sinh(2r)(uϕ )211, (A21)
and some elementary trigonometry, the term (OTθ σϕOθ )11 can








(Oθ )i1(Oθ ) j1(σϕ )i j
= cos2 θ(X 2ϕ )11 + sin2 θ(P2ϕ )11
+ 2 cos θ sin θ (XPϕ )11
= 12 cos2 θ
(






+ 12 sin2 θ
(






+ 12 (cos2 θ + sin2 θ )(1 − |(uϕ )11|2)
+ cos θ sin θ sinh(2r)Im[(uϕ )211]
= 12
(
1 + |(uϕ )11|2(cosh(2r) − 1)
+ sinh(2r)( cos(2θ )Re((uϕ )211) + sin(2θ )Im[(uϕ )211]))
= 12
(
1 + |(uϕ )11|2(cosh(2r) − 1)
+ Re[e−2iθ (uϕ )211] sinh(2r)) ≡ ϕ. (A22)
After applying the inverse Fourier transformation on the















as displayed in (5).
1. Derivation of (A3)
Exploiting the unitarity of eiθ â
†
1 â1 , we can write
eiθ â
†
1 â1 e−iξ x̂1 e−iθ â
†
1 â1 = exp(−iξeiθ â†1 â1 x̂1e−iθ â
†
1 â1 ). (A24)
By using the definition x̂1 = (â1 + â†1)/
√
2, the first-mode




−iθ â†1 â1 = 1√
2
(â1(θ ) + â1(θ )†), (A25)
where â1(θ ) = eiθ â†1 â1 â1e−iθ â†1 â1 is the first-mode annihilation
operator at time θ in the Heisenberg picture. The Heisenberg
equation is obtained by taking the derivative of â1(θ ) with
respect to θ , and reads
dâ1(θ )
dθ
= i[â1(θ )†â1(θ ), â1(θ )] = −iâ1(θ ), (A26)
since [â1(θ ), â1(θ )†] = [â1, â†1] = 1 and [â1(θ ), â1(θ )] =
[â1, â1] = 0. Therefore,
â1(θ ) = e−iθ â1, â1(θ )† = e−iθ â†1, (A27)
the second equality being obtained by taking the adjoint of the




−iθ â†1 â1 = ξ cos θ x̂1 + ξ sin θ p̂1 = ξθ · z, (A28)
where the vectors ξθ and z are given in (A5). Inserting this
expression into (A24), we finally obtain (A3).
APPENDIX B: DERIVATION OF THE FISHER
INFORMATION IN (10)
In this Appendix we will evaluate the FI in (10) from the
expression in (9). Let us recall that the variance ϕ of the
Gaussian probability density function (5) reads
ϕ = 12
(
1 + |(uϕ )11|2(cosh 2r − 1)
+ Re[e−2iθ (uϕ )211] sinh 2r). (B1)
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The derivative of ϕ is written as a sum of two contributions,
∂ϕϕ = 12 (cosh 2r − 1)∂ϕ|(uϕ )11|2





The derivative in the first contribution is thus evaluated:
∂ϕ|(uϕ )11|2 = (uϕ )∗11∂ϕ (uϕ )11 + (uϕ )11∂ϕ (uϕ )∗11
= 2Re[(uϕ )∗11∂ϕ (uϕ )11], (B3)
while the derivative in the second contribution reads
Re
[
e−2iθ ∂ϕ (uϕ )211
] = 2Re[e−2iθ (uϕ )11∂ϕ (uϕ )11]. (B4)
Then, defining γϕ as the phase of (uϕ )11, and recalling that
sinh2 r = N , (B2) reads
∂ϕϕ
= Re[(uϕ )∗11∂ϕ (uϕ )11((cosh 2r − 1) + e2i(γϕ−θ ) sinh 2r)]
= 2Re[(uϕ )∗11∂ϕ (uϕ )11(N + e2i(γϕ−θ )
√
N2 + N )], (B5)
while (B1) can be written as
ϕ = 12 (1 + 2|(uϕ )11|2
× (N + cos(2γϕ − 2θ )
√
N2 + N )). (B6)
Inserting the expressions (B5) and (B6) into (9), we get the FI,
F (ϕ) = 8
(
Re[(uϕ )∗11∂ϕ (uϕ )11(N+ e2i(γϕ−θ )
√
N2+N )]






Moreover we can write (uϕ )11 = eiγϕ
√
Pϕ , so that
(uϕ )
∗




Since Pϕ , γϕ , and their derivatives are real, once we define the
quantities,
f (N ) := N(1 + cos[2(γϕ − θ )]√1 + 1/N), (B9)
h(N ) := N sin[2(γϕ − θ )]
√
1 + 1/N, (B10)
we easily obtain
F (ϕ) = 2
(
(∂ϕPϕ ) f (N ) − 2Pϕ (∂ϕγϕ )h(N )
1 + 2Pϕ f (N )
)2
, (B11)
as displayed in (10).
APPENDIX C: ANALYTIC DISTRIBUTION OF THE
PREFACTOR (33) IN THE FISHER INFORMATION (32)
FOR GENERATORS WITH ONLY TWO
DISTINCT EIGENVALUES
We will derive here the explicit form of the probability
density function for the prefactor f (U, Gϕ ) = (U †GϕU )211 in
(33) for a fixed generator Gϕ as U is sampled from U(M )
with the Haar measure. First of all, note that this distribution
depends only on the eigenvalues of Gϕ , which we denote
with g = (g1, . . . , gM ), dropping the ϕ subscript for notation
simplicity. This can be seen using the spectral decomposition
of Gϕ = V †ϕ DϕVϕ , where Dϕ = diag(g), yielding
U †GϕU = (VϕU )†Dϕ (VϕU ) d= U †DϕU, (C1)
where in the last step we used the invariance property of the
Haar measure and we used the notation
d= to say that the two
random variables have the same distribution. In light of this
remark, we have
f (U, Gϕ )
d= (U, Dϕ )





|u j |2g j
)2
, (C2)
having defined the random vector u = Ue1 obtained by the
application of the random matrix U ∈ U(M ) to the fixed basis
vector e1 = (1, . . . , 0)T ∈ CM , where CM denotes the set of
M-tuples of complex numbers. We see that f (U, Dϕ ) can be
interpreted as a weighted average of the eigenvalues of Gϕ
with random weights; these weights are given by the square
modulus of the components of a random vector drawn from
the unit sphere in CM with the Haar measure. The distribution
of this random variable can be quite complicated for a generic
choice of the Gϕ’s eigenvalues g = (g1, . . . , gM ). We will
consider here the situation in which there are at most two
distinct eigenvalues g1  g2  0, i.e.,
g = (g1, . . . , g1︸ ︷︷ ︸
k




f (U, Dϕ ) =
⎛⎝g1 k∑
j=1










|u j |2 + g2
]2
, (C4)
where we used the normalization constraint,
M∑
j=1
|u j |2 = 1. (C5)
In order to get the distribution of (C4), let us first consider the
random quantity τ (U ) defined by the sum inside the brackets,
namely,
τ (U ) =
k∑
j=1
|u j |2. (C6)
We start from the distribution q(t ) of τ (U ), defined in such a
way that q(t )dt is the probability to have
t  τ (U ) =
k∑
j=1
|u j |2  t + dt, (C7)
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x22 j−1 + x22 j
)
 t + dt . (C8)
This probability can be interpreted as the geometrical sur-
face of a 2k-dimensional hyperspherical cap of a (2M −
1)-dimensional hypersphere sitting in R2M . Using this inter-
pretation, one then finds that [42,43]
q(t ) = (M − 1)!
(k − 1)!(M − k − 1)! t





1 0  t  1,
0 otherwise. (C10)
Starting from the distribution (C9) of τ (U ), the probability
density function p(x) of
f (U, diag(g)) = [(g1 − g2)τ (U ) + g2]2, (C11)











where g := g1 − g2. We then have explicitly,













(k − 1)!(M − k − 1)! . (C14)
This distribution is valid whenever Gϕ has only two distinct
positive eigenvalues g1  g2  0. Numerical results are com-
pared with the probability density function (C13) in Fig. 3.
APPENDIX D: DERIVATION OF THE AVERAGE VALUE
(34) OF THE PREFACTOR IN (33) FOR RANDOM UNITARY
MATRICES U
We collect here some results needed for the computation of
averages over the unitary group which have been used in the
main text. Denoting with P the Haar probability measure, the
average of a function f : U(M ) → C is defined as
E[ f (U )] =
∫
f (U )dP (U ), (D1)
whenever this integral is defined. In order to derive the results
of this work we are interested only in the moments of the
matrix elements Ui j , i.e., the averages of some powers of the
matrix elements and their complex conjugates, which we give
here in the following lemma.
Lemma 1 ([44], Proposition 4.2.3). Denoting with Ui j the
matrix elements of a Haar distributed random unitary matrix
U ∈ U(M ), the only nonvanishing moments up to the fourth
order are given by
E[|Ui j |2] = 1
M
(1  i, j  M ), (D2)
E[|Ui j |4] = 2
M(M + 1) (1  i, j  M ), (D3)
E[|Ui j |2|Uk j |2] = 1
M(M + 1) (i = k), (D4)
E[|Ui j |2|Uil |2] = 1
M(M + 1) ( j = l ), (D5)
E[|Ui j |2|Ukl |2] = 1





k j] = −
1
M(M2 − 1) (i = k, j = l ). (D7)
The results gathered in the previous lemma can be ex-












δimδ jnδkpδlq + δipδ jqδkmδln
M2 − 1
− δimδ jqδkpδln + δipδ jnδkmδlq
M(M2 − 1) . (D9)
These formulas allow us to prove the following lemma, which
has been used to derive the averages (34) and (35) of the main
text.
Lemma 2. Given a generic M × M complex matrix A, the
following results hold:





(U †AU )2i j
] = Tr(A)2 + Tr(A2)
M(M + 1) δi j . (D11)
Proof. Equation (D10) can be proved using (D8):



















while Eq. (D11) can be proved using (D9):
E
[
















= [Tr(A2) + Tr(A)2]
(
1







M(M + 1) δi j . (D13)

For A = Gϕ and i = j = 1, the expressions (D10) and
(D11) reduce to the equalities in (35) and (34), respectively.
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APPENDIX E: DERIVATION OF THE TYPICALITY
RESULT IN (37)
In this Appendix we will show how to derive Eq. (37)
starting from a standard result on concentration of mea-
sure in high-dimensional spaces known as Levy’s Lemma,
which we report in the following theorem for the sake of
completeness.
Theorem 1. Let f : Sn−1 → R be a function defined over









endowed with the invariant Haar probability measure P . De-
note with L the Lipschitz constant of the function, i.e., the
minimum L such that
| f (x) − f (y)|  L‖x − y‖2, (E2)




k is the Euclidean
norm. Then
P (| f − E[ f ]|  ε)  2e− nε
2
CL2 , (E3)
where C is some positive constant which can be taken to be
C = 9π3 [46,47].
In order to apply Theorem 1 to our case, we need to
compute the Lipschitz constant associated with the prefactor
(33). First, note that f (U, Gϕ ) can be interpreted as a function
defined on a real unit sphere. In fact, it can be written as




|u j |2g j
)2
, (E4)
where u is a complex vector on the unit sphere, given by u =
Ue with e = (1, 0, . . . , 0)T ∈ CM . Since only the squared
moduli |u j |2 appear in this expression, we can recast the
problem in terms of a real vector x ∈ R2M whose components
are defined by
x2 j−1 = Reu j, x2 j = Imu j, j = 1, . . . , M. (E5)
The normalization constraint
∑M
j=1 |u j |2 = 1 becomes
2M∑
j=1
x2j = 1, (E6)
so that x ∈ S2M−1, the unit sphere sitting inside R2M . We see
then that the random factor in Eq. (E4) can be envisioned as a
function defined over the unit sphere S2M−1:(
M∑
j=1











= (xT G̃x)2 =: f (x), (E7)
where we have defined the diagonal matrix G̃ = diag(̃g) with
g̃ = (g1, g1, . . . , gM , gM ) ∈ R2M . In order to apply Theorem
1 we need to estimate the Lipschitz constant L of the func-
tion f ; to this aim, we evaluate the gradient of f , which is
given by
∇ f (x) = 4(xT G̃x)G̃x. (E8)
The Lipschitz constant for f can be then obtained as
L = max
x∈S2M−1
‖∇ f (x)‖2 = 4‖Gϕ‖2. (E9)
To see this, note simply that
‖∇ f (x)‖2 =
√






where in the inequality we used the fact that |xT G̃x| 
‖G̃‖ and xT G̃2x = ‖G̃x‖2  ‖G̃‖2, while in the last equality
we used the fact that ‖G̃‖ = ‖Gϕ‖. The value ‖∇ f (x)‖2 =
4‖Gϕ‖2 can be obtained with x = (1, 0 . . . , 0)T , which to-
gether with (E10) proves (E9). Applying Theorem 1 to our
case with n = 2M and L = 4‖Gϕ‖2 finally yields Eq. (37).
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